
Intelligent Charging System Solutions for 
Electric Mobility.



A fantastic concept –

Made in Germany

Already �fty years ago, the mechani-

cal parking meter made by Kienzle set 

standards for absolutely modern tech-

nology. Even at this time, the combina-

tion of years of market experience and 

technological expertise formed the basis 

of Hectronic’s successful concept.

The development continues and the 

future has a name: electric mobility.  

In a few years‘ time our transport and  

energy infrastructure will experience  

enormous changes. Hectronic is  

already o�ering the technology of 

tomorrow, today: with innovative, 

economical and functional system 

solutions we design future mobility. 

With our intelligent system  

solutions you are always one  

step ahead of the competition.

Well-positioned –  

around the globe. 

Well-positioned internationally:  

with our seven subsidiaries and  

over 70 sales partners worldwide,  

we guarantee you a perfect  

service and distribution system. 

Hectronic employs more than 200  

quali�ed sta� in many countries  

around the globe. These people  

are our most important asset.  

Bene�t from the know-how,  

motivation and commitment  

of our experts. 

As a tradition – competent and innovative.

Success always has a story: already in 1928 the foundation for this success was laid by  

the inventor Dr. Herbert Kienzle. This developed into Hectronic, an international leader  

in intelligent system solutions in the segments parking and fuelling technology.

Economical thinking –  

ecological trading. 

Environmental protection also has  

tradition at Hectronic. For us, ecological 

trading means: continuously to improve  

the environmental compatibility of 

our products and services throughout 

their life – and thus protecting our 

environment and natural resources.

The durability of our products is an  

essential part of Hectronic’s environ-

mental policy. We are actively making  

an environmental and economical  

contribution to the sustainable use  

of resources and energy. 



HecCharger – a combination 

of parking and charging.

On the basis of the internationally  

successful parking ticket machine Citea,  

Hectronic o!ers a state-of-the-art  

terminal for parking and charging, which 

meets all the requirements for an intel-

ligent, multi-functional system solution.

■ Citea – Parking ticket machine
■ Charging Pole
■ CityLine – Parking management  

system

Ideal for use in the public parking sector, 

but also for company car parks and  

parking garages.

Advantages – for your bene!ts.

■ Easy to operate: the operation of  

the parking ticket machine is easy, 

intuitive and it works very smoothly.

■ Protected against misuse: every  

user must identify oneself clearly –  

so that only authorized persons 

can recharge their vehicle.

■ Combined payment procedure: parking 

and charging – with coins, credit card 

or city-speci"c payment systems.

■ Central control: the system can be  

monitored easily and conveniently  

from your o#ce PC. 

■ Appealing product design – integrates 

harmoniously in any urban setting. 

Our solution: simple and ingenious!

The future belongs to systems with  

high user-friendliness: the connection  

of the vehicle, the entire loading  

process and the payment are as  

simple as pulling a parking ticket.

At the same time, the terminal and  

the charging stations must functionally 

adapt to the given parking area situation. 

With up to 16 charging poles,  

Hectronic provides a $exible solution, 

which meets all demands for  

a large amount of parking spaces.

Intelligent system solutions – from a single source.

In ten years worldwide, up to 19 million electro vehicles will be on the roads. This also increases the requirements for charging stations. 

Today, with the charging system solution “HecCharger”, Hectronic already guarantees a safe and comprehensive supply of economic, 

functional and user-friendly electric charging stations. For cities and communities, but also for use on company car parks.  

Hectronic system solutions – plan for the future, today.



To increase the acceptance and thus the di�usion of environmentally friendly electric vehicles in the future,  

the charging process must be made easier and charging stations should be widely available.  

The Hectronic concept combines parking and loading in a single system and thus provides an economical,  

�exible and future-oriented charging infrastructure – with absolute ease of use.

HecCharger – the perfect solution for the environment and  mobility.

Charging pole.

The elegant charging pole provides maximum 

functionality and future security in the �eld of 

charging infrastructure. At the innovative charg-

ing poles, electric vehicles can be charged with 

up to 22 kW per loading point – and up to six 

times faster than a standard household outlet. 

The mechanically secured hatch provides maxi-

mum safety and prevents accidental termination 

of charging. The activation of the charging proc-

ess can take place either with a barcode ticket 

from the ticket machine or by means of modern 

identi�cation media – easily and comfortably. 

Citea – Parking ticket machine.

The parking ticket machine Citea  

is focused on future requirements 

of modern parking management. 

Its unique user-friendliness, !exibility  

and high durability have made Citea  

one of the most successful parking  

ticket machines worldwide. An ad-

ditional advantage: existing Hectronic 

parking ticket machines can be eas-

ily and inexpensively expanded with 

charging station infrastructure. 

With its sophisticated and appeal-

ing product design the parking ticket 

machine integrates perfectly and 

harmoniously in any urban setting.



HecCharger – the perfect solution for the environment and  mobility.

CityLine – web-based system 

for optimal parking management.

CityLine is a modular, web-based parking 

management system: extremely safe, ab-

solutely reliable and � exibly adaptable to 

your needs. Parking management around 

the clock – in real time via the internet.

With the CityLine mobile-app you 

can access all your parking ticket 

machines, easily and in a user-friendly 

way, via smart phone or tablet PC.

Optical status display

Blue Green

System ready Charging active

Red Magenta

Error Charging 

 completed

Functioning.

Start of charging.

1. Press “Park&Charge” button.

2. Insert coins.

3. Purchase ticket + take ticket.

4. Scan the barcode ticket at 

the charging station.

5. Safety hatch opens –

start charging. 

Stop charging.

1. Scan the barcode ticket at 

the charging station.

2. Safety hatch opens –

remove the charging 

cable. Safety hatch closes.



Urban mobility combined with environmentally friendly energy use are the demands of the future.  

With HecCharger, Hectronic is already o�ering the intelligent solutions for tomorrow, today: innovative, 

functional and user-friendly charging systems for modern parking management – not only in Frankfurt.

“For the joint development of an  

innovative charging infrastructure for 

Frankfurt, we have found a reliable  

partner in Hectronic.  

We have successfully continued the  

cooperation in 2011 and a further eight 

facilities in the city centre of Frankfurt  

were opened, with the innovative  

combination of electricity fuelling  

stations and parking ticket machines.”  

Heinz-Dieter Becker, 

Company Spokesman, Mainova AG

“Park&Charge” – the concept of the future. 

Sustainable charging system solutions –  
Frankfurt, as an example.

Model region Frankfurt.

The city of Frankfurt is nation-

ally known for innovative transport 

projects and advanced infrastructural 

measures. In collaboration with the 

energy service provider Mainova, 

an innovative and unique charging 

system solution was developed. 

At the end of 2010, the Lady Mayor-

ess, Dr. Petra Roth, personally put the 

new Hectronic charging system into 

operation – see photo on the right.

“Frankfurt is one of Germany’s  

pioneers in terms of electric mobility.  

With the facilities opened today,  

another milestone has been reached.” 

Dr. Petra Roth, Lady Mayoress 

of the city Frankfurt am Main

Electric mobility helps to reduce  

tra!c-related noise, air pollution and 

particle emissions. The large public 

interest and high expectations, how-

ever, are still facing signi"cant techno-

logical development requirements.

If the majority of electric vehicles in  

the future are charged with power in 

private garages or on company car  

parks, then in these areas of use  

the billing of the individual charging  

procedure can generally be omitted.

The charging on public car parks,  

however, is more demanding:  

charging stations in public parking 

bays are used by di#erent persons and 

vehicles that are initially unknown 

and therefore must be identi"ed.

Whilst the billing of electricity refuel-

ling in other cities causes a considerable 

bureaucratic registration e#ort, Frankfurt 

relies on the public and user-friendly 

charging system solution by Hectronic.

This model uses the existing Hectronic 

parking ticket machines for billing and 

activation of the charging stations.  

With this approach, drivers of electric 

vehicles can pay for the electricity  

refuelling at the parking ticket machines.

This system is comfortable and complete-

ly user-friendly, since the driver can rely 

on known functions and does not have to 

pay separately for parking and charging.



Our worldwide network –  

for your safety.

Our international sales and service  

network provides absolute security and 

reliability: with more than 70 sales and 

service partners, you will always �nd a 

competent Hectronic specialist in your 

area. And with our high quality standards 

we guarantee �rst-class and reliable  

service – anywhere in the world.

E!ective and continuous sta! training.

Only quali�ed sta! can optimally utilise 

the full potential of our technology.  

Our experts combine technical training  

with practical exercises – working directly 

with our products. This enables you  

to learn, not only e!ectively, but also  

continuously, because: well-trained sta!  

pays o!.

Support hotline –  

competent and reliable.

If required, our experienced hotline sta!  

will support our service partners quickly,  

competently and reliably.

Repair centre – quick and e!ective.

Our repair centre sta! specializes 

in repairs, warranty issues and war-

ranty claims, as well as in the com-

plete service to Hectronic products.

Reliable service – around the globe.

Service and advice right from the beginning: our sales partners can advise and help you �nd  

the optimal solution, customized to your requirements. Use the know-how and the experience  

of Hectronic and you can gain a signi�cant competitive advantage.



Hectronic GmbH

Allmendstrasse 15

D-79848 Bonndorf, Germany

Phone +49 (0) 77 03 - 93 88 0

Fax +49 (0) 77 03 - 93 88 60

mail@hectronic.com

Hectronic Switzerland

CH-5200 Brugg 

Phone +41 (0) 56 - 460 74 74 

suisse@hectronic.com

Hectronic France

F-94100 Saint Maur des Fossés

Phone +33 (0) 1 41 81 11 12 

france@hectronic.com

Hectronic Poland

PL-42-200 Czêstochowa

Phone +48 (0) 3 43 69 73 73 

poland@hectronic.com

Hectronic Austria,

EDV-SOS GmbH

A-4063 Hörsching

Phone +43 (0) 72 26 - 35 35

austria@hectronic.com

Hectronic Singapore

SIN-038988 Singapore

Phone +65 68 29 21 41

singapore@hectronic.com

Hectronic USA

US-23320 Chesapeake, VA

Phone +1 7 57 3 33 31 75 

usa@hectronic.com

Hectronic India

IN-Bangalore - 560058

Phone +91 - 80 - 28 36 33 08

india@hectronic.com
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